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Status Seating: Sustenance for the spine

Status Seating is one of Britain’s leading independent manufacturers of high quality ergonomic office 
chairs, where the emphasis is on creating chairs that deliver orthopaedically correct back support with 
comfort and durability.

Established over twenty-five years ago, Status Seating has earned an enviable reputation for quality, design and service. 
We are the sole UK manufacturer of System Therapod®, the back support system that offers individually adjustable back 
support. Recommended by therapists, chiropractors and occupational health specialists System Therapod® has won 
worldwide acclaim for its therapeutic and preventative properties.

Status Seating employs traditional skills such as fabric cutting, sewing and upholstering coupled with new technology. 
We use only top quality components and materials to ensure our products last. Unlike many manufacturers we are able 
to tailor our products for individual requirements, which is why we can offer seating for the larger, taller or shorter person. 
We recognise and know that one size may not fit all. Our products are in use in many well known organisations across the 
UK including major banks, financial service companies, local and national government offices, emergency service centres, 
police control rooms and many private companies.

Are you sitting comfortably?

In the past people sat on static dining type chairs and some still do at home in front of their PC’s. However the evolution of 
the working chair has progressed through what we know as ‘typists chairs’ and ‘executive chairs’ to the ergonomic solutions 
we see today based on principles established through worldwide research. One of the most fundamental of the principles 
is activity. Our bodies were not designed to sit for long periods of time and are in fact better designed for standing than 
sitting. Dynamic seating can be achieved by changing activities periodically, however, for many people there is not enough 
variation in their work activity for this to be sufficient.

Status Seating provides dynamic seating by incorporating a number of features:

•  System Therapod®. This system incorporates a unique flexible back that can be adjusted to each individual’s spinal 
   contours and provides support as the person moves.

•  A brand new high quality ASM (advanced synchronised mechanism) that allows and encourages active movement and is   
   available with different tension springs to better suit the weight of the user. 

•  A range of seat sizes upholstered using a layer of Vasco energy absorbing and temperature sensitive foam of top quality 
   supportive base foam layer and now fitted with the new probax® Seating Technology (See pages 6 & 7)

•  Special builds to suit individual requirements where more variation is required.

When standing, the
human spine adopts
this natural ‘S’ shaped
curvature. Status chairs
all aim to replicate this
posture in a seated
position too.

Therapod 5250
High back version
in Camira
Marathon - Olympic
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When it comes to comfort and durability,
it’s what is on the inside that counts

BEFORE
When seated for long periods
on a standard chair, the pelvis
rotates and the spinal column
bends forward, resulting in a
tendency to slouch. The
pressure placed on the spine
by this posture is an inevitable
precursor of back pain.

AFTER
All Status Seating solutions
promote a natural forward tilt,
allowing the spine to maintain
a healthy ’S’ curve.
System Therapod® chairs also
uniquely enable the user to
customise lumbar support to
their specific body shape.

Status uses pressure sensitive seat foam on 
all its products. This unique product responds 
to body heat and shapes itself to spread the 
weight evenly so as to equalise the pressure 
over the whole surface. This provides even 
greater comfort and stability for the user. All 
therapod chairs come complete with the new 
probax seating technology  as standard.

Inside the back of every Therapod chair is a flexible 
polycarbonate/ABS shell mounted on a steel ribcage 
for added strength. The shell is made to flex and 
contort to fit the characteristics of the user’s back by 
the adjustment of four hidden support straps. Known 
as dynamic seating, this unique system allows lateral 
movement and twisting actions while providing 
optimal spinal support.
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System Therapod® in operation

System Therapod’s® patented adjustment 
system precisely targets each of the most 
vulnerable areas of the back. The top most 
strap provides thoracic support for the upper 
back. The middle pair of straps provides 
optimised lumbar support while the lower 
strap supports the sacrum. In conjunction 
with the special profile of the backrest the 
system effectively ‘cups’ the occupants back 
in a protective yet highly responsive way.

The construction of the back support is 
important. Hard foam, particularly when 
it is not fitted properly against the users 
back, results in increased discomfort and 
compensatory muscle action on the large 
muscles of the back. Soft foam does not 
provide any support, and also has the same 
effect. Incorporating the right grade of 
foam that is not too soft and not too firm, 
ensures that a back adjustment system 
using adjustable strapping will eliminates 
this problem. The Therapod® adjustable 
strapping system changes the curve required 
for support as well as providing a measured 
degree of comfort to the user’s requirement. 
The Therapod® strapping, by its adjustment, 
also changes the amount of ‘give’ the user 
feels they need for sitting comfort. The foam 
and the strapping, therefore, act as the first 
stage of absorption of dynamic movement.

1. To customise Therapod to your 
back, first unzip the back cover to 
expose the adjustable straps

2. Loosen off the four adjustable 
straps by unfastening the velcro tabs

3. Pull out each strap to the required
tension and then velcro it securely to
retain the setting. Support increases 
by the tension of each strap

4. Re-zip the chair cover and enjoy 
the long-term comfort. Once a chair 
is set up for its user, it senses and 
responds to that individual’s needs 
whatever seating position they adopt
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ProBax - The Technology

ProBax® is a sophisticated foam-based seating technology delivering ground breaking benefits 
to the user by promoting correct posture.

ThE PROBlEm
Traditional seats allow the pelvis 
to rotate backwards forcing the 
spine into a ‘C’ shaped kyphotic 
curve, resulting in poor posture and 
discomfort.

ThE SOluTiOn
ProBax technology subtly supports 
and tilts the pelvis, allowing the 
spine to adopt its natural ‘S’ shaped 
lordotic curve, whilst delivering 
significant comfort and health 
benefits.

ThE BEnEFiTS OF PROBAx

•   Dramatically improved comfort ratings

•   Reduction in neck and back pain

•   Realigns the spine to ensure the weight is borne by the skeletal structure, rather than the muscles

•   Less pressure on the spinal discs

•   Medically proven increase in blood flow through the lower limbs, reducing numbness and fidgeting

•   Reduced muscle fatigue

•   Improved lung function and oxygenation improving concentration

•   Raised eye line and improved spatial awareness

•   Improved posture – allows the chair to take the strain

PROBAx hAS BEEn inCORPORATED inTO EvERy ThERAPOD ChAiR CREATing ulTimATE 
ERgOnOmiC SEATing SOluTiOnS.



5 Points to Sitting Wrong

1. hEAD
Your head weights as much as a bowling ball – 
unsupported can lead to strains in your neck.  Poor 
blood flow also leads to poor concentration

2. ORgAnS
Poor posture restricts the function of your organs 
from stomach digestion to lung functions

3. BACk
Poor posture (kyphotic back shape) leads to disc 
pressure, constricted blood flow and excessive strain 
on your back resulting in weakening and fatigue

4. ARmS
Unsupported arms can use up to 80% more effort  
leading to tendinitis in the wrist and upper back 
problems.

5. lEgS
80% of your weight when seated goes through your 
ischial tuberosities bones and one of your largest 
veins runs at the back on the knee

PROBAx®

innovation
Status are innovative and forward thinking especially 
when it come to ergonomics and comfort and that is 
why we are one of the first office seating manufacturers 
to exclusively offer ProBax® in all Therapod chairs.

ProBax® is a sophisticated foam-based seating solution 
that delivers ground breaking benefits to the user by 
subtly and naturally rotating the pelvis and promoting 
correct posture. 

ProBax® alters the body’s posture by realigning the 
spine and ensuring the weight is borne by the skeletal 
structure rather than the body’s muscles. The related 
benefits include:
•  Medically proven increase in blood flow 
  (reducing the risk of DVT)
•  Improved lung function and oxygenation thereby   
   improving concentration
•  Further reduced muscle fatigue, lower back and neck 
   pain
•  Improved posture – allows the chair to take the strain
   Enhanced comfort the natural way 

7 7
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All System Therapod® models use our brand new top quality advanced 
mechanism. While we recommend for comfort and support that the 
occupant uses the chair in the free float mode the user can choose 
incremental back rest angle lock settings.

We fit mechanisms with different adjustable tension springs to suit the 
weight of the occupant according to the Therapod model chosen i.e. 
a standard Therapod will suit users in the weight range 9 to 23 stone, 
Therapod Lite will cater for users from 6 stone and up to 15 stone and for 
heavier users up to 30 stone there are stronger tension springs all of which 
can be adjusted in incremental settings.

mechanism information
•  At rest angle: 0”
•  Seat travel range: 9”
•  Spring torque: Available with standard or high torque spring
•  Tilt lock: 5 incremental positions
•  user tension: Side-activated, telescoping, rotary adjustment

vasco energy absorbing and temperature sensitive seat foam

Status use Vasco energy absorbing and temperature sensitive seat foam 
on all its chairs. This remarkable product comprises two distinct layers, 
which carry out different but equally important functions. The upper 
layer is manufactured from Vasco (Visco-Elastic Cellular Polymer) a high-
density material that responds to natural body heat and forms to the 
body’s shape, creating a reflection of the body contours. No matter what 
the body weight, the Vasco spreads the weight so that when equilibrium 
is reached the point of least possible pressure is achieved. The Vasco is 
supported by a top quality V50 polyurethane high density seat foam.

Therapod Components

The benefits to the user are the ability 
to sit comfortably for longer periods 
of time and as the product is tested 
for severe applications the seat 
provides extra durability during the 
products lifetime.

Conventional seat

This ‘pressure map’ shows a typical 
user sitting on conventional foam. 
Light pressures are shown in blue, 
and the heaviest in yellow and 
amber. You can clearly see localised 
areas of very high pressure where the 
‘sitting bones’ on the lower pelvis 
support the entire body weight. Over 
sustained periods, this intense 
pressure can cause circulatory 
problems, pressure sores and back 
pain.

Pressure-sensitive seat

Here, sitting on pressure-sensitive 
foam, the intense ‘hot spots’ of 
pressure are almost completely 
eliminated. Although 75% of the 
user’s weight is supported by around 
8% of their body surface area, the 
firm yet soft foam spreads the 
bodyweight across the seat cushion, 
resulting in less pressure and 
dramatically  enhanced long-term 
comfort.
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Choice of seat sizes
We use three different sized seats on Therapod products so we 
can provide comfort for a wide range of users. Most are available 
with a seat slider to varythe depth of the seat and for those who 
require more choice we can tailor the seat to specific measurements. 
Obviously all our seats are upholstered using Vasco energy absorbing 
and temperature sensitive seat foam.

Bases and Castors
Standard Therapods are supplied with a top quality 27 inch polished 
aluminium base on 50mm castors. We provide as an option an 
equally robust black plastic base. Our heavy-duty chairs use heavy 
duty 50mm twin wheeled hooded castors.

We stock a range of castor options to provide for brake loaded or 
brake unloaded as well as rubber tyred castors for polished floor 
surfaces and glides.

Coccyx Cut Out Seating
All Therapod seats can be provided with a permanent coccyx cut out 
to the same high standard as our normal seats.

Chair Arms
We have standardised on a 
European made multi-functional 
arm for most Therapod models. 
The arm is height adjustable 
and the soft touch PU arm pads 
move backwards and forwards 
and swivel allowing the user to 
move the chair close to the desk. 
Chiropod and heavy duty chairs 
employ different arms as detailed 
in the specific model information.

gas lifts
We use top quality European 
sourced Level S rated gas lifts 
tested to 30 stone. The standard 
gas lift used is seven inches but we 
can supply gas lifts that provide 
higher or lower height options.
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Therapod 5250: Ergonomic Standard Back Chair

With in excess of 100,000 units sold the Therapod 5250 is our best selling chair. 
Recommended by many health professionals for the dynamic support provided by its unique
adjustable back, the Therapod 5250 is regularly specified for back pain sufferers.

Suitable for use in high intensity office environments, for 
VDU operators and all general office applications Therapod 
is proven to help avoid back stress.

In addition to the unique System Therapod® dynamic 
back adjustment the chair has a wide range of features to 
make it both flexible and comfortable in use. These include 
height adjustable back, deep comfort pressure sensitive 
seat foam, multi-functional arms and an advanced 
synchronised mechanism with seat slider.

The product is supplied as standard 
with a 27 inch polished aluminium 
base and 50mm twin wheeled castors. 
Alternatively it can be supplied with a 27 
inch scratch resistant black plastic base.

The Therapod is guaranteed for five years 
in normal usage and has been tested by 
FIRA.
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Therapod 5250 features

•   High back Therapod shell

•   Quick lift height adjustment giving 84mm of travel over seven 
    positions

•   Therapod patented backcare system with adjustable strapping 
    to shape the chair back for comfort and support

•   V rated flexible polyurethane back foam

•   Multi-functional arms, height adjustable with armpads that 
    swivel and move backwards and forwards

•   Pressure sensitive seat foam

•   ProBax® a sophisticated foam based seating technology
    promoting correct  posture

•   27 inch polished aluminium base

•   150kg (23 stone) Level S rated gas lift

•   50mm twin wheel castors

•   Advanced synchronised action featuring:
         -  Back travel recline: 21” rearward
         -  At rest angle: 0”
         -  Seat travel range: 9”
        -   Tilt lock: 5 incremental positions
         -  User tension: Side-activated, telescoping, rotary adjustment

•   Seat slider provides up to 55mm of travel to accommodate taller users.

Therapod 5250 measurements 
Seat depth to back               480
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   525
Seat width maximum              500
Seat minimum height              448
Seat maximum height              578
Back width at maximum             520
Back height from seat minimum             540
Back height from seat maximum             630
Height of arm from ground minimum             640
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 1010
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1140
Gap between arms                                   470

All measurements in mm
Measurements of seats assume that the seat foam is depressed with a 
12 stone occupant as it might be in normal usage
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Therapod 5500: Ergonomic Extra high Back Chair

The Extra high Back Therapod 5500 provides all the features of the Therapod 5250 with the 
added advantage of fully supporting the head by way of additional height and the detachable 
neck support.

The foam filled neck support is contoured to the shape of the neck and uses a countered 
weighted strap and Velcro fitting to allow infinite adjustment.

Like the Therapod 5250 the Extra High Back version features the unique System 
Therapod® dynamic back adjustment plus a wide range of features to make it both 
flexible and comfortable in use. These include height adjustable back, deep comfort 

pressure sensitive seat foam, multi-functional arms and British made advanced 
synchronised mechanism with optional seat slider.

The product is supplied as standard with a 27 inch polished aluminium base and 50mm twin wheeled castors. 
Alternatively it can be supplied with a 27 inch scratch resistant black plastic base. The Therapod is guaranteed for five 
years in normal usage and has been tested by FIRA.
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Therapod 5500 features

•   Extra high back Therapod shell with detachable neck support

•   Quick lift height adjustment giving 84mm of travel over seven positions

•   Therapod patented backcare system with adjustable strapping to shape the 
    chair back for comfort and support

•   V rated flexible polyurethane back foam

•   Multi-functional arms, height adjustable with armpads that swivel and move 
    backwards and forwards

•   Pressure sensitive seat foam

•   ProBax® a sophisticated foam based seating technology promoting correct  
     posture

•   150kg (23 stone) Level S rated gas lift

•   27 inch polished aluminium base

•   50mm twin wheel castors

•   Advanced synchronised action featuring:
         -  Back travel recline: 21” rearward
         -  At rest angle: 0”
         -  Seat travel range: 9”
         -  Tilt lock: 5 incremental positions
         -  User tension: Side-activated, telescoping, rotary adjustment

•   Seat slider provides up to 55mm of travel to accommodate taller users.

Therapod 5500 measurements 
Seat depth to back               480
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   525
Seat width maximum              500
Seat minimum height              448
Seat maximum height              578
Back width at maximum             520
Back height from seat minimum             730
Back height from seat maximum             820
Height of arm from ground minimum             640
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 1210
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1340
Gap between arms                                   470

All measurements in mm
Measurements of seats assume that the seat foam is depressed with a 
12 stone occupant as it might be in normal usage
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Therapod 7250 Chair: ultimate Adjustability

Features
•   Therapod dynamic shell

•   Easy lift back ratchet height adjustment

•   Therapod patented back care system with adjustable strapping

•   Pressure sensitive seat foam with ProBax® seating technology

•   Seat slide with 60mm adjustment

•   150kg (23 stone) level S rated gas lift

•   27” polished aluminium base

•   50mm diameter, twin wheel castors

•   Multifunction arms : Height, reach & swivel

mechanism
Our new sophisticated mechanism provides a smooth and effortless ride 
while at the same time offering the unique benefit of an independent 
back angle adjustment.

•   Back angle: 1 degree forward, 20 degree rearward

•   Seat angle: 2 degree forward, 8 degree rearward

•   Weight range 45kg – 150kg

•   Side tension adjustment

•   5 position lock

Optional Features
•   Soft wheel castors

•   Black base

7250 chair measurements 
Seat depth to back               460
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   510
Seat width maximum              500
Seat minimum height              420
Seat maximum height              550
Back width at maximum             500
Back height from seat minimum             570
Back height from seat maximum             650
Height of arm from ground minimum             620
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 1030
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1240
Gap between armpads                                 470

All measurements in mm.
Measurements of seats assume that the seat foam is depressed with 
standard occupant as it would be in normal usage

Our most adjustable chair in the Therapod range, the 7250 model has all the same functions 
as the best selling Therapod model 5250 but with the added advantage of an independently 
adjustable backrest making this chair the most complete ergonomic solution in the Status 
Therapod range. Also available as a high back with leather neck support. (model 7500).
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Therapod 7500 Chair: Extra high back with ultimate adjustability

Features
•   High back Therapod dynamic shell

•   Easy lift back ratchet height adjustment

•   Therapod patented back care system with adjustable strapping

•   Adjustable Leather neck support

•   Pressure sensitive seat foam with ProBax® seating technology

•   Seat slide with 60mm adjustment

•   150kg (23 stone) level S rated gas lift

•   27” polished aluminium base

•   50mm diameter, twin wheel castors

•   Multifunction arms : Height, reach & swivel

mechanism
Our new sophisticated mechanism provides a smooth and effortless ride 
while at the same time offering the unique benefit of an independent 
back angle adjustment.

•   Back angle: 1 degree forward, 20 degree rearward

•   Seat angle: 2 degree forward, 8 degree rearward

•   Weight range 45kg – 150kg

•   Side tension adjustment

•   5 position lock

Optional Features
•   Soft wheel castors

•   Black base
7500 chair measurements 
Seat depth to back               460
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   510
Seat width maximum              500
Seat minimum height              420
Seat maximum height              550
Back width at maximum             500
Back height from seat minimum             750
Back height from seat maximum             830
Height of arm from ground minimum             620
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 1200
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1410
Gap between armpads                                 470

All measurements in mm.
Measurements of seats assume that the seat foam is depressed with 
standard occupant as it would be in normal usage
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Therapod 3250: Therapod lite for the slighter person

Therapod 3250 features
•   Extra high back Therapod shell 
•   Quick lift height adjustment giving 84mm of travel over seven positions
•   Therapod patented backcare system with adjustable strapping to shape the 
    chair back for comfort and support
•   V rated flexible polyurethane back foam
•   Multi-functional arms, height adjustable with armpads that swivel and move 
    backwards and forwards
•   Pressure sensitive seat foam
•   ProBax® a sophisticated foam based seating technology
    promoting correct  posture
•   150kg (23 stone) Level S rated gas lift
•   27 inch polished aluminium base
•   50mm twin wheel castors

•   Advanced synchronised action featuring:
         -  Back travel recline: 21” rearward
         -  At rest angle: 0”
         -  Seat travel range: 9”
         -  Spring torque: Available with standard or high torque spring
         -  Tilt lock: 5 incremental positions
         -  User tension: Side-activated, telescoping, rotary adjustment

•   Seat slider providing up to 55mm of travel in five lockable increments provided 
    as standard.
•   Therapod Lite mechanism fitted with softer tension spring starting at six stone.
     standard.

Therapod 3250 measurements 
Seat depth to back               430
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   485
Seat width maximum              470
Seat minimum height              450
Seat maximum height              580
Back width at maximum             520
Back height from seat minimum             530
Back height from seat maximum             610
Height of arm from ground minimum             642
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 980
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1110
Gap between arms               400

All measurements in mm
Measurements of seats assume that the seat foam is depressed with a 
12 stone occupant as it might be in normal usage

Designed with the slimmer person in mind Therapod Lite is 
specified for a slimmer and lighter physiology. The seat is smaller 
by approximately 25mm all round which means that the distance 
between the arms of the chair is reduced. The seat is of course covered 
in the same thick and comfortable pressure sensitive seat foam that 
we use on all our chairs.

The product is supplied as standard with a 27 inch polished aluminium 
base and 50mm twin wheeled castors alternatively it can be supplied 
with a 27 inch scratch resistant black plastic base.

Also available as a high back with leather neck support (Model 3500)
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Therapod 3500: Extra high back for the slighter person

Therapod 3500 features
•   Extra high back Therapod shell with detachable neck support

•   Quick lift height adjustment giving 84mm of travel over seven positions

•   Therapod patented backcare system with adjustable strapping to shape 
    the chair back for comfort and support

•   V rated flexible polyurethane back foam

•   Multi-functional arms, height adjustable with armpads that swivel and     
    move backwards and forwards

•   Pressure sensitive seat foam

•   150kg (23 stone) Level S rated gas lift

•   27 inch polished aluminium base

•   50mm twin wheel castors

•   Advanced synchronised action featuring:

         -  Back travel recline: 21” rearward

         -  At rest angle: 0”

         -  Seat travel range: 9”

         -  Spring torque: Available with standard or high torque spring

         -   Tilt lock: 5 incremental positions

         -  User tension: Side-activated, telescoping, rotary adjustment

•   Therapod Lite mechanism fitted with softer tension spring

•   Seat slider providing up to 55mm of travel in five lockable increments 
    provided as standard.

•   ProBax® a sophisticated foam based seating technology promoting 
    correct  posture

Therapod 3500 measurements 
Seat depth to back               430
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   485
Seat width maximum              470
Seat minimum height              450
Seat maximum height              580
Back width at maximum             520
Back height from seat minimum             710
Back height from seat maximum            490
Height of arm from ground minimum             642
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 1165
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1295
Gap between arms               400

All measurements in mm
Measurements of seats assume that the seat foam is depressed with a 
12 stone occupant as it might be in normal usage
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Therapod 7470: Therapod for the larger person

The Therapod 7470 enables the larger person to enjoy smart, modern 
office seating but with the comfort of a chair designed to accommodate 
their physical needs. Like all Therapods this model employs System 
Therapod® adjustable strapping to enable the user to shape the seat back. 
The model 7470 has a seat width of 600mm, a full 100mm bigger than 
the standard chair width, which enables well-built employees to fit easily 
between the seat arms without embarrassment. The Therapod 7470 is 
guaranteed for two years under normal usage.

Also available as a high back with leather neck support (model 7478)

Therapod 7470 features
•   High back Therapod shell
•   Quick lift height adjustment giving 84mm of travel over seven positions
•   Therapod patented backcare system with adjustable strapping to shape the chair back
    for comfort and support
•   V rated flexible polyurethane back foam
•   Extra height adjustable arm with soft touch pads
•   High density pressure sensitive seat foam
•   ProBax® a sophisticated foam based seating technology promoting correct  posture
•   Extra wide (600mm) seat manufactured in Europe from 10mm laminated ply
•   Upgraded 30 stone gas lift
•   28 inch polished aluminium base with heavy duty castors
•   Advanced synchronised action featuring:
         -  Back travel recline: 21” rearward
         -  At rest angle: 0”
         -  Seat travel range: 9”
         -  Tilt lock: 5 incremental positions
         -  User tension: Side-activated, telescoping, rotary adjustment
•   Seat slider providing up to 55mm of travel in five lockable increments provided as 
     standard

Therapod 7470 measurements 
Seat depth to back               495
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   550
Seat width maximum              600
Seat minimum height              480
Seat maximum height              610
Back width at maximum             520
Back height from seat minimum             520
Back height from seat maximum             600
Height of arm from ground minimum             600
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 1020
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1150
Gap between arms               570

All measurements in mm
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Therapod 7478: Extra high back for the larger person

Therapod 7478 features
•   Extra high back Therapod shell with detachable neck support
•   Quick lift height adjustment giving 84mm of travel over seven positions
•   Therapod patented backcare system with adjustable strapping to shape 
    the chair back for comfort and support
•   V rated flexible polyurethane back foam
•   Extra height adjustable arm with soft touch pads
•   High density pressure sensitive seat foam
•   ProBax® a sophisticated foam based seating technology promoting correct posture
•   Extra wide (600mm) seat manufactured in Europe from 10mm 
     laminated ply
•   Upgraded 30 stone gas lift
•   28 inch polished aluminium base with heavy duty castors
•   Advanced synchronised action featuring:
         -  Patented fingertip control side tension adjustment with eight 
             incremental settings in a 270º turn
         -  Anti kick back safety feature as required by EN1335 (1999)
         -  Seven incremental back rest angle lock settings
         -  23º back rest recline
         -  16º of seat movement starting at 4º forward
         -  Minimal shirt and knee lift for superior comfort
•   Seat slider providing up to 50mm of travel in five lockable increments 
     provided as standard

Therapod 7478 measurements 
Seat depth to back               495
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   550
Seat width maximum              600
Seat minimum height              480
Seat maximum height             610
Back width at maximum             520
Back height from seat minimum             720
Back height from seat maximum            810
Height of arm from ground minimum             650
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 1220
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1450

All measurements in mm



Chiropod 2500si: 24/7 seating in comfort

Features
•   High back rigid shell manufactured in Europe from 10mm laminated ply

•   Quick lift ratchet back height adjustment

•   Back fitted with pre-tensioned strapping to provide firm back support

•   V rated flexible polyurethane back foam

•   Extra heavy duty height adjustable arm with soft touch pads

•   Pressure sensitive seat foam with Probax® seating technology

•   Inflatable pump up lumbar adjustment

•   150kg (23 stone) Level S rated gas lift

•   28 inch polished aluminium base with heavy duty castors

•   Advanced synchronised mechanism featuring:

         -  Side tension adjustment

         -  Anti kick back safety feature as required by EN1335 (1999)

         -  Independent back rest angle lock settings

         -  16º of seat movement starting at 4º forward

•   Seat slider providing up to 55mm of travel

•   Height and angle adjustable headrest upholstered to match

•   ProBax® a sophisticated foam based seating technology promoting 
     correct posture

Chiropod 2500si measurements 
Seat depth to back               460
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   510
Seat width maximum              500
Seat minimum height              430
Seat maximum height              560
Back width at maximum             500
Back height from seat minimum             590
Back height from seat maximum             670
Height of arm from ground minimum             640
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 1060
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1270
Overall height from headrest                                           add 170
Gap between arms                                 480

Adjustable headrest adds 170mm to overall height. All measurements 
in mm. Measurements of seats assume that the seat foam is depressed 
with standard occupant as it would be in normal usage
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Designed to provide high performance with quality and strength to last for 
many years under 24/7 usage plus more functionality than most top quality 
office chairs.

2500si is the ideal chair for applicants that require high usage by multiple 
occupants all day...every day.  The 2500si model features the independent seat 
and back operated mechanism, inflatable lumbar pump to complement the 
pre-tensioned backrest and seat slide as standard.  We also have the standard 
24hr model 2500s which is fitted with a synchronised mechanism and seat 
slide.  Both models are supplied with a multi-adjustable headrest upholstered 
to match.
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Chiropod 2035: Comfort and value

Chiropod 2035 features
•   Chiropod high back rigid shell manufactured in Europe from 10mm 
     laminated ply

•   Quick lift height adjustment giving 84mm of travel over seven positions

•   Back fitted with pretensioned strapping to provide firm and      
     comfortable back support

•   V rated flexible polyurethane back foam

•   Height adjustable arm with soft touch pads 

•   Pressure sensitive seat foam

•   150kg (23 stone) Level S rated gas lift

•   27 inch black plastic non scratch base with 50mm twin wheel castors

•   2 lever synchro mechanism with four locking positions to adjust back 
     angle. The action has anti kick return prevention and uses a side pull 
     out telescopic handle to adjust tension

•   Optional seat slider provides 30mm additional seat depth

•   Optional height and angle adjustable headrest upholstered to match
Chiropod 2035 measurements 
Seat depth to back               480
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   525
Seat width maximum              500
Seat minimum height              440
Seat maximum height              570
Back width at maximum             540
Back height from seat minimum             590
Back height from seat maximum            655
Height of arm from ground minimum             670
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 1040
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1170
Gap between arms                        445 - 486

All measurements in mm
Measurements of seats assume that the seat foam is depressed with a 
12 stone occupant as it might be in normal usage

Chiropod 2035 is similar in appearance to the Therapod but, unlike the
Therapod, the Chiropod employs a rigid shell manufactured from 12mm 
laminated plywood with five non adjustable pre-tensioned support straps. 
The back is covered with thick V rated polyurethane foam to provide 
comfort and support. Available as a high back, there is the option of a 
height and angle adjustable upholstered headrest.

Chiropod provides an extremely comfortable and well made standard task 
chair and represents very good value.
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Pure Task Chair: Stylish and modern

Features
•   Ratchet back height adjustment

•   ProBaxSeating technology

•   Seat slide

•   150kg (23 stones) rated “S” level gas lift

•   Synchronised mechanism with side tension adjustment

•   lateral tension adjustment with a max. of 2 rotations

•   Seat tilt up to 3° (Forward tilt mechanism function)

•   Backrest tilt with a max. of 25°

•   Multi-functional arms (height, reach & width)

•   Black Octopus base

Optional Features
•   ProBax® a sophisticated foam based seating technology
    promoting correct posture

•   Polished base

Pure Chair measurements 
Seat depth to back               480
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   510
Seat width maximum              470
Seat minimum height              430
Seat maximum height              540
Back width at maximum             430
Back height from seat minimum             580
Back height from seat maximum             660
Height of arm from ground minimum             620
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 970
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1180
Gap between armpads                         440-550

All measurements in mm.
Measurements of seats assume that the seat foam is depressed with 
standard occupant as it would be in normal usage

22

The Pure task chair conveys high quality with modern looks and has excellent functionality. 
Superb comfort in a variety of positions, a full range of ergonomic adjustments are provided 
making the Pure chair a superb choice for any user.
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Core 190/Plus Ergonomic Chair

Core Chair measurements 
Seat depth to back               480
Seat depth to back extended with seat slider                   510
Seat width maximum              470
Seat minimum height              430
Seat maximum height              540
Back width at maximum             430
Back height from seat minimum             580
Back height from seat maximum             620
Height of arm from ground minimum             620
Overall height of chair from ground minimum                 970
Overall height of chair from ground maximum                1180
Gap between arms                        440 - 550

All measurements in mm
Measurements of seats assume that the seat foam is depressed with a 
12 stone occupant as it might be in normal usage

Features
•   Ratchet back height adjustment

•   Vasco memory seat foam

•   Independent seat & backrest mechanism

•   Operation decal on the mechanism handles

•   Inflatable lumbar support

•   Seat slide

•   Multifunctional headrest (height & angle)

•   Multifunctional arms (height, reach & swivel)

Optional Features
•   Height adjustable Arms 

•   Fold-away height adjustable arms

•   Polished base

Also available as a standard Ergonomic chair:

Model 190/i – as above but without headrest, vasco foam,

Multifunctional arms and seat slide.  All available as options.

The Core chair is a highly versatile and high quality British 
made ergonomic office chair which is competitively priced 
and perfect for use especially in large busy offices
such as call centres.



Q&A

Frequently Asked Questions

i need a chair for a very tall person

We have accommodated people up to 
six foot, seven inches tall by providing 
them with an extra high back Therapod 
supplied with a nine inch gas lift, larger 
base for stability and fitted with a seat 
slider. 

i like the Therapod but i am slim 
and find the seat too big

If you are slim or a lighter weight we  
recommend Therapod Lite which is fitted 
with a smaller seat that is approximately 
50mm shorter and 50mm narrower. 
Therapod Lite is supplied with a seat
slider and a weaker springed action. See 
page 12.

i am generously built and need a
wider seat

The Therapod model 7470 and extra high 
back model 7478 offer users a seat with 
an internal width of 600mm. This is a full 
100mm wider than standard. This model is 
designed to accommodate up to 30 stone 
in weight. The chair can also be tailored to 
reduce the seat depth if needed by up to 
50mm. See page 14.

i have a problem with my coccyx

We manufacture a coccyx cushion with a 
cut out and an 11º tilt that can be used with 
any chair. However for a better and more 
permanent solution we also supply the 
Therapod with a coccyx cut out seat. 

i need extra lumbar support

We offer our anthropometric data
sheet to record body measurements
which can be discretly completed and
sent to us to so we can provide the
most suitable chair model within your
body parameters.

my chair scoots about the 
polished floor

We can fit braked loaded or braked 
unloaded castors or glides and if they are 
for polished floors we offer rubber tyred 
castors. We also offer anti static castors - 
for sensitive work areas.
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A   Widest part of hips/thighs
The chair width should be a little wider than the user’s 
maximum seat width  so they do not rub up against the 
arm supports getting in or out of the chair. The chair 
should not be so wide as to prevent the occupant from 
using the armrests  in comfort. The Therapod is available 
in three different seat widths.

B   Buttocks (or straight back rest) to behind knee 
when sitting upright
 The chair seat depth should be a little shorter than this 
measurement so as to avoid pressure behind the knees. 
There are three seat sizes all with the option of a seat 
slider. Note that the setting of the Therapod adjustable 
strapping will  affect the seat depth.

C   Behind knee to under heel of normal work shoe
The seat height should be set so that with your feet in 
full contact with the  floor your upper leg slopes slightly 
down to your knee. The design of the  seat mechanism 
helps as it is configured with a 4º forward tilt. When 
positioned  correctly your pelvis should be able to roll 
with the inclination of the chair while your feet remain 
in contact with the floor. For shorter people with non 
height adjustable desks consider the use of the Status 
footrest if the chair is too high.

D   Top of seat to middle of lumbar curve
The Therapod adjustable strapping and height 
adjustable back should allow the back contour to adjust 
to fit the normal spinal curve.

E   Top of seat to top of shoulder
Chair back height should be at least to mid scapular 
(shoulder blade) and higher if required. Taller people 
may like to consider the extra high back Therapod 
which can also be supplied with a higher gas lift.
F   Top of seat to under slightly bent elbow
 The chair armrest height should be to slightly bent 
elbow height. Apart from the fixed arms used Therapod 
arms are height adjustable. However some users 
prefer to support their arms on the desk or alternatively 
use an arm support and the choice is frequently dictated 
by the height of the desk

g   Desk height (s)
 As important as the height of the arm, is the ability to 
position the chair close to the desk so that the user can 
benefit from the back support. The multi-functional 
arm allows the pad to be pushed back or forwards to 
achieve this, however if   the desk is curved it may be 
necessary for the arm to fit either above or below   the 
desk height and it may be useful to record the height of 
the desk when making this assessment.

h   Weight of occupant
The standard Therapod model 5250 will cater for all 
weights to 23 stone.  However for anyone less than nine 
stone we recommend our mechanism with the lighter 
spring and for those over 23 stone we recommend a 
stronger spring. These different springs give the user 
more tension options within their weight  range for extra 
comfort.

Anthropometric Data

The following information is for general guidance in choosing the model and options that best suit 
the intended occupant and task. For the average sized person working in general office environments 
the Therapod model 5250 or 5500 has sufficient flexibility to meet their needs. however for slimmer, 
lighter or larger heavier users they may find one of the other models more suitable. For those people 
with a medical condition or severe back problems professional advice should be taken.
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Please take copies of the document overleaf to send to clients for their 
Anthropometric data details, this information can then be used with the 
dimensional data on each chair page to confirm the most suitable model.
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Anthropometric Data Sheet
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A

This is a positional 
image only.
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A

This is a positional 
image only.

E
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A

F

C

B G

A 
Widest part of hips/thighs

B 
Buttocks (or straight backrest) to behind 
knee when sitting upright

C 
Behind knee to under heel of normal 
work shoe

D 
Top of seat to middle of lumbar curve

E 
Top of seat to top of shoulder

F
Top of seat to under slightly bent elbow

g
Desk height (s)

Name:

Location:

Tel:

Position:

Department:

Date:

Brief description as to the nature of the problem (i.e. area of back, neck, previous medical treatment?):

internal use Only
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With core products being manufactured from within our UK engineering and distribution 
facilities, we are able to offer a prompt delivery and service. We can also develop and provide 
bespoke engineered solutions should they be required. Our exceptional levels of service, 
and a most competitive pricing structure means we are able to deliver a comprehensive 

solution for all of your mail and print room needs.

The UK’s leading sUpplier of MailrooM and reprographics fUrniTUre

Berna House, Hillbottom Road, Sands Industrial Estate,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, HP12 4HJ

Tel: 01494 686500
Fax: 01494 530258     www.envosort.co.uk

With over 30 years’ experience in Mail and Print room solutions, we provide expert advice 
and knowledge in work space design, conforming to an ever changing mail room. Our free 
of charge design and consultancy service, accompanied with isometric CAD drawings 

enables customers to visualise the solution prior to installation.


